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About This Content

The dramatic stylings of FX Bilodeau, composed for The Shrouded Isle. Cello played by Camille Frappier-Fortin and piano by
Louise Francoeur.

Track list:
1. Sacrificial Overture (40s)

2. Scorned Anew (2:34)
3. Skyclad Faith (4:35)

4. Lethargic Deosil (5:20)
5. Duetarium (5:02)

6. Rite of Ostara (6:15)
7. Dawning Down the Madness (5:44)

8. Chernobog of the Fall (5:56)
9. Lingam Pentacle (5:49)

Total running time: 41 minutes.
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the shrouded isle soundtrack

I'll save you my rant on how I used to rollerblade and how long I've been waiting for a decent rollerblading game since the ps2
days. The day has finally come where I can play On a Roll after a year of waiting for it.

If you are interested, DO NOT go in with the expectation of it being up to the EA skate standards. This is not it. This was made
by one person, and is an early access indie game, but with that being said. I love it.
The controls take a while to get used to, but once it clicks it feels great. I'd highly recommend this game to anyone that is a big
fan of skating type games that want to set themselves trick lines to do.

Just please keep in mind this is an early access game. The tutorials arent all finished yet, and it's buggy in quite an amount of
places. But for the price, I think it's worth it for the audience it's catered at.. I first tinkered around with the demo and liked
what it did with the character, there is a scene where you get to select equipment and also clothing and amusingly the choice of
clothing does matter, so bought the game. The narrative is a kind of detective story in a fantasy setting and it also caters to
LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice. You can import your save from this game into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an
interesting effect on the subsequent narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel in this setting.. An interesting take on the base
game. The events are completely new and it this DLC does not feel tacked on. It also explores a subject matter very rarely
covered in games - the Ukranian SSR of the Soviet Union. I just wanted it to be longer to be honest, but the price point makes
up for it.

Am looking forward to more scenarios in the future.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing take the tutorial out!
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing gay\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665man stfu and let me play.
Camp\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665voice. Commit neck rope.. Even in early access, I freaking LOVE this game. There
really is so much to do, see, and accomplish in this game. Ive played my fair share of early access survival type games, and
besides one other, this one had me saying, OUT LOUD mind you, "Oh whaaat? No way!" and "That's awesome!" and "Oh,
Cool!" many MANY times. The music is quite well done and fits the different areas/times of day, the cell shading style graphics
works quite well, the puzzles are fun and engaging, and the town building is just the right pace. Its a damn fun game so far!

Cons at this current build are

Combat feels sluggish
Unfinished questlines
Translation to ENG is pretty bad
Control remapping is only about half working, and some controls are not explained well (Hard attack? How????)
Most player built town objects CANNOT be moved or even destroyed once placed. OCD homemakers beware.
Magic and archery feel underpowered.
Fallout style lockpicking minigame is VERY coarse. Usually takes 1-3 picks per chest. Needs refined IMO.
Current town and village NPC's dont move. Big cities full of people feel dead.. I loved this game, very addicting and just a time
warp while playing it. I got really frustrated at almost the last few levels so I quit but I recommend it!. It's ok. Nothing great tho.
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Good Game Just Outdated Great To Pass Time Tho. This game deserves WAY more reviews! Like it's predecessor (Mutant
Mudds Deluxe), Mutant Mudds Super Challenge is a fantastic tough as nails platformer, with very fun and challenging level
design, excellent controls and mechanics, and great chiptune music.

If this game looks like your cup of tea, I suggest you buy and play the previous game first, so that you are better prepared for
this one. You can get Mutant Mudds Deluxe here:

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/247370\/Mutant_Mudds_Deluxe\/

Now, something that the dev should add to this game, which was present in the previous game, is Trading Cards! Jools, add
Trading Cards to the game, please?

And finally, from this game I learned a very important lesson that will stay with me 'till the day I die:

Git gud, or get rekt!. i think this game has good music and its one of those games that you mayby want to play when
you just want to relax. game is kinda short,I played it through about 2h. i also liked 2 modes that this game have
so:
+music,relaxing gaming experience,2 difference game modes

-kinda short

3/5. only like an hour into this game and I already feel like im \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing done with
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Its got some good concepts, and decent art, but the game play? are you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing kidding me? First off its NOTHING like any of the other might and magic games, its
more like playing bejeweled with some extra mechanics, thats it. Because of this bejeweled mechanic, and monsters
randomly spawning on the field, theres not actually much to strategy with the game, its RNG, its luck. It does a good
job of making it seem like you need skill to win, but its really all about having things lined up for you so you can add or
remove one unit and get a giant combo before the enemy does. Then they turn around and have their units lined up
better than yours and its just an auto lose.

Another HUUUUUUUUUUUGGGGGGGGGGGGGEEEEEEEEEEEE problem with the design, and I don't know why
the hell they did this, they make it so you can't actually 1) skip your turns without waiting for 2 min worth of
animations 2) conceade the damn match so you can start over again. You are forced to wait ten min mindlessly clicking
buttons to get the battle that was over with turn 1-2, or close the game out entirely so you can try again. Its just, such a
stupid oversight and I don't see any excuse for it.

If you want a strategy game thats good for begginers and kids, this might be ok or even good. Other wise this is a hunk
of steaming garbage. Im going to keep playing it out (I spent the fkin money) maybe it gets better and I come back to
change this review. But I only see myself getting increasingly frustrated as time goes on.

Oh I almost forgot one of the best bits. It tells you at the very begging of the game before you even start playing theres
an auto-save feature.... there is no auto save feature. Like me many others lost hours of progress thinking there was no
need to save the game after every battle. I feel like this was designed by amatures and just wear the title of "might and
magic" to boost sales, like a video game franchise.

EDIT: after further playing the game, change a little bit. First, they give out exorbitant amount of resources for which
to get your important units. However the problem with this is, yeah the units are easily replaceable but too easy to
replace. To the point where theres no real consequences for losing in battle. Also and heres the big part, you can run
into random encounters which provide exp and resources, but only after the first campaign. So this makes it so you
only have to RNG the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of individual battles and not the whole campaign. Its
still RNG dependent which serves as a way I assume, to add more play time. the poor saving mechanics are still a huge
flaw, but the game isnt garbage like it first seemed.

2ND EDIT: So after finishing the game my opinion hasn't changed much, but I was a bit harsh on it at first. Those UI
problems just arn't nessisary and it isn't up to the standard of other M&M games. Its nothing like any of the other
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games, and its basically just a glorified Bejewled. If you were going to play for the multiplayer, it seems it no longer
functions anymore because its not being supported, idk. The story while semi interesting (just because they are
borrowing from an already established story), the writing itself is just attrocious, as if written by highschoolers, and
ones who didn't care about the story at that. Personally I don't think the story is all that important, but its just another
thing to add to the list of problems with the game.

-To give credit where its due though, the game does a few things well. The animations are gorgeously drawn and it
seems to have all been done by hand. Not all of them are fantastic, but the bigger units in the game get pretty cool
animations.
-Its a low stress game, the matches are super easy as long as you take your time and think about moves, and theres no
real consequences for losing so theres no real stress.
-Its a good time sink, if you were looking to kill about 20 hrs.
-Its possibly a great game for kids if your looking for an introduction into the series. The poor quality writing might
actually be a benifit here, making the story digestable by... well anyone with a vocab of 100 words.

Buy on sale for kids or if your looking for a game that doesn't require you to think much. A brilliant Tower Defence
game!

Challenging, at times, but not un-winable this TD game plays like most TDs do; Give you access to more towers, levels
and enemies as you progres. I felt the game really began to shine when the endless button was unlocked, which allows
you to continue you normal campain games in to and endless mode once you have completeted the objectives of the
map.

The option to continue games and go for as long as you can is really fun for me as I always wonder how well my
defenses could of done if the game had of continued. Well I need not wonder any more! Altho items cannot drop you
still earn experience which is required to level up and improve your skills, traps etc.

The game also brings what I believe to be unique concepts to the TD genre, such as pulling enemies to their death either
down a ravine or into water and the enemy can also buid bridges to cross gaps, taking short cuts though your maze.

You also collect items which you can equip, kind of like an RPG to give many nice bonuses, which the game also nicely
sums up all of your boost in one list so you dont have to add up how much additional lightning damage you are doing.
(think Diablo 3, where each item lists its own stats, but the details tab shows you the combined stats)

I wasnt expecting much from this game but i have been very surprised at just how good this game is as a TD.. BEST
GAME EVER BETTER THAN COD BLOPS 3 FOR ZOMBIES AND BETTER THAT CSGO FOR MULTIPLAYER
BEST GAME EVER 1998 GAME OF THE YEAR REWARD

-jack spedicy
and jack jefflan. I would turn Gay for Mr. Foster.

Just saying.
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